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The Price of Education 

 

      The price for higher education has increasingly risen in the last decade. Most look to 

financial aid when attending a public university, but should grants and loans be the only form of 

moneys when it comes to education? That is certainly not the case. Our nation is at its peak of 

financial decline and so are its educational systems. The problem is that loans aren’t being paid 

off and grants are not near enough for the average students to stay financially stable. The fact 

of the matter is that our nation needs more organizations contributing to its educational system 

rather than looking towards more government and public funding.  

      An article in the Sac Bee informs us on how Higher education systems budget could be hit 

dramatically by Browns proposal. It Positions that if browns proposal is elected higher 

education can expect to see a sixteen percent decrease in government funding. If this happens 

a large amount of students would have to quit school while others never get the chance to 

attend just because the money isn’t there. The article states that “To offset a portion of the 

cuts, Brown has proposed raising fees from $26 to $36 a unit, which means a full-time student 

would pay $1,080 per school year starting this fall – a 38 percent rise”(Rosenhall par 6) .  The 



idea of a thirty-eight percent increase in payment for a full time student at the community 

college level is ridicules. The American government as a whole needs to realize that there are 

other ways to help student pay for their education. Instead of constantly raising tuitions and 

cutting programs at the colleges, there needs to be other organizations contributing to the 

welfare of our colleges financially.  

  The current way education is paid for is majorly based on income. The way our system works is 

that if students’ parents have a large income the state gives little help financially, but if a 

student’s parents make little money the state may pay for at least half of that student’s 

education. This method sounds good but as of today it’s not working and it’s just not fair. 

Suppose there is a student in the middle that parents make too much for him to receive 

financial aid from the government but too little to help push him or her through college, that 

would mean that student will most likely not be able to go to college due to the fact him nor his 

parents could afford it, and that is a problem that occurs too often today. On another note 

what if a student with high income parents don’t want to pay for their child’s education, and 

what if a students with little to no income family don’t have enough money to pay off the other 

half of his or her college education who pays then? In that situation most students look toward 

loans which do nothing but contribute towards our nations debts.  The fact is our nation and its 

educational system need to change how the fund schooling before the money disappears. 

    One major we can change the way students pays for college is by lowering tuition fees with 

help from largely profitable companies. In return for schools sponsoring big businesses like 

Coke, Mc Donald, and Wal-Mart, the companies would donate money. That would easily Help 



business flourish even more threw advertisement and add another form of aid to our higher 

education school system. 

   Howard Cohen a chancellor of Purdue University Calumet states “What is important is that we 

make the decision thoughtfully, and that we recognize more explicitly than we have all the 

ways that education drives our progress toward a better life – personally and collectively” 

(Cohen par 10).  When he states this he helps us realize that in order for our country to 

progress today we need to work together. I personally believe that every private or public 

organization and business should contribute to our schools and universities for the benefit and 

welfare of our feature. 
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